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"EFFECTIVE" RAPIDITY STOPPING

IN Au+Em INTERACTIONS AT 10.6 AGeV

Abdurakhmanov U.U., Navotny V.S., Zhokhova S.I.
Physical -Technical Institute, Tashkent, Uzbekistan

The class of events with "effective" rapidity stopping in which the shower particles rapidity
distribution has pronounced narrow peak in the middle of central region caused by the presence
of non-stochastic (coherent) dynamic in particles production process was found in Au+Em
interactions at 10.6 AGev. There is no enmarkness in the rapidity of dense groups position in
stochastic processes whereas particles must group in certain rapidities in non-stochastic
processes. The method of events choice was the following.
For each event the ordered rapidities of shower particles were scanned with a fixed narrow
rapidity window (bin) across the rapidity region 0<rj<4 of the event and the groups with nc

number particles (spikes), that hit in the window 5r\=0.1, were determined. The approximation
r\--lntan(B/2) was used as a measure of real rapidity, where 8 is a polar angle of a secondary
charged particle emission with respect to the projectile direction. Distribution of the rapidity
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centers c 1=I of spikes with nc>18 in the 8r\=0.1 shows (fig. 1) their anomalous high
number in the middle of the central rapidity region (Jrjo =2.2+2.3) exceeding the independent
particles emission model by 7 standard deviations.
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Fig.l. Spike-centerjapidity
distribution for nc>18
number of particles in
dr]=0.1. Solid line is an •
experiment. The dash line
is the model of
independent particle
emission.

The sample of events that have spikes with the number of particles nc>18 in Sn=0.1 was
disintegrated into two ensembles:

I. The events with "effective" rapidity stopping in the middle of central rapidity region,
i.e. the events that have nc>18 particles spikes in Sn-0.1 with the centers in the region
Ar}o=2.2-^2.3. The contribution of this events into non-elastic cross section is 1.8% .

II. The events, in which the centers of nc>18 particles spikes in 8rj=0.1 don't hit region
At}o=2.2-Jr2.3. The contribution of these events into non-elastic cross section of
Au+Em interactions at 10.6 AGev is 3.1%.
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Fig.2. Rapidity distribution of singly charged particles with p>0.7 in ensembles I (solid
line) and II (dash line) of the events.

In the ensemble I of events rapidity distribution of singly charged particles with f}>0.7 has
pronounced narrow peak in the middle of central region (fig.2). The distribution is asymmetric
around the peak value {Arj=2.2^-2.3). The asymmetry is partly caused by non-interacting protons
(spectator protons), emitted from the Au nuclei. To study the contribution from non-interacting
protons we have disentangled the rapidity distributions into two distributions one dominated by
spectator protons and one by produced mesons and participant protons. In table 1 we show the
results of simultaneous fit of two Gaussians to rapidity distribution in ensembles I and II of
events. All fitted values as well as the integrated contents of each Gaussian distribution

« , = v W r , * 2 = V W r are shown, where tf"\ <\ *""" and ^ , *2, PT is the
peak position, width and the height of gauss distributions of production particles and spectator

protons, respectively. In the fitting procedure °*2 and ^2 were held constant at °"2 ~ and
/72
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Table 1
Ensemble

I
II

nr
2.27
2.28

«i
0.93
1.06

P\
126.8
105.7

* i

296.5
280.7

r,r
4.8
4.8

02

0.67
0.67

PT
7.7
8.3

« 2

12.9
14.0

From comparison of the experimental rapidity distribution of shower particles with Gaussian fit it
was found that the exceeding of the experimental density in the region (Arj=2.2-^2.3) in ensemble
I of events caused by non-stochastic processes is Ap = 36 ± 9.
In average, the events in ensemble I are more central than those in ensemble II. In ensemble I of
events the average number of projectile participant protons <npan(cj>=64.6 is higher than
<npart(C)>=59 in ensemble II of events.
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